Absolute Pool & Spa Services
3345 Jervis Street, Port Coquitlam, BC V3B 4P4
Tel: 604-464-7727 Fax: 604-942-0685
Email: spaguy@shaw.ca

ABSOLUTE POOL & SPA CUSTOM SPA COVER ORDER FORM
order date:
Customer name

tel:

Customer address
city

province

method of payment:

 Visa

postal code

 MasterCard

card #

 cheque

expiration

invoice amount $
name on card

authorization signature

ship via

other
attach additional pages
if not enough space

In order to ensure the cover fits your hot tub correctly, measure accurately and provide the following information.
PLEASE SUPPLY ALL MEASUREMENTS IN INCHES ONLY (i.e. 86" NOT 7' 2"). Measurement “D” is very important; it is used to verify the size of
the corners.
1. Please specify the manufacturer and model of hot tub, if known. ________________________________________________________________________________
2. Enter measurements of hot tub next to the appropriate shape above.
3. The standard length of the skirt is 4" skirt, please specific if a custom length is desired. Custom length of skirt ____________________________________________
4. Please note on drawing if there is a preference for the hinge direction. The standard is to divide the longer side in two.
Please measure the length of the hinge; this will indicate the way the cover is split. Length of hinge ______________________________________________________
5. Please indicate if a cover lifter is to be used with this cover. If a cover lifter is used, a larger allowance will be made at the hinge. If no preference is indicated, the
standard hinge will be supplied.  cover lifter  no cover lifter

DAMAGES TO THE HINGE AREA CAUSED BY THE USE OF A COVER LIFTER ARE NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY.
OTHER INSTRUCTIONS: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Colours available:

 brown

Models available
3" - 2" tapered 
3" flat 
4" - 2" tapered 
4" - 3" tapered 

 dark grey
Up to 84"
$320.00
$340.00
$340.00
$360.00

84" - 96"
$340.00
$360.00
$360.00
$380.00

 green

 grey

 navy

 teal

UPGRADES & SURCHARGES:
 upgrade to high density foam1, $20.00
 local2 on-site measuring3, $10.00
 local2 delivery4 of new cover, $10.00
 local2 disposal4 of old cover, $10.00

1. Upgrading to high density foam increases the strength of the cover significantly and the insulating value slightly, whereas increasing the thickness adds to the
insulating value significantly and strength slightly. Consider upgrading to high density if cover is over 90 inches.
2. Local means Vancouver, BC and the immediate surrounding area, please call to confirm our coverage area.
3. We only take responsibility on mis-measured/mis-fitting covers if we measure for the cover or if cover not made to the ordered measurements.
4. Subject to WCB limitations and regulations, the old cover should be out front and ready to be loaded into our truck on delivery day, especially if it is heavy and/or
needs to be carried a long distance or access only through a house. We usually have only one person making the delivery/pick-up.
Office use only:

 payment received
 ship prepaid

 authorized to build
 ship collect

 includes papers from Absolute
 customer pick up
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